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1 Basic Team Information

Organization Name

Tuskegee University Rocketry Club

Faculty Advisor

Dr. Sharan Asundi, Assistant Professor
Department of Aerospace Science Engineering
asundi@mytu.tuskegee.edu

Team point of Contact

Tyran D. Singleton II, Team Lead
tsingleton0546@mytu.tuskegee.edu

Safety Officer(s)

Jessica Dedeaux, Safety Officer
jdedeaux0077@mytu.tuskegee.edu

Team Mentor/NAR Contact

Chris Short, NAR/TAR level 3 c

Adult Educator

Bruce E. Heath, Instructor
Department of Aerospace Science Engineering
heathb@mytu.tuskegee.edu

The 20152016 Tuskegee University Rocketry Club USLI Team consists of 15 Tuskegee University
College of Engineering undergraduate students ranging from Sophomore to Senior classifications. The
team has divided the workload into five Sub teams: (1) Technical Design team; (2)Payload team;
(3)Propulsions/Aerodynamic Team; (4)Structural/Manufacturing Team; (5)Educational Engagement
Team; Each team member is required to join a minimum of two Sub Teams, with an exception to the

Educational Engagement group which all team members are required to participate in; there is no
limitation on the maximum number of subteams an individual member is allowed to participate in. There
are approximately 3 to 4 members in each subgroup (excluding the team lead who is a member of all
subteams.)

1.1 Team Members
Name

Team Role

Major

Classification

Tyran D.

Team Lead

Aerospace Engineering

Junior

Jessica Dedeaux Safety Officer

Aerospace Engineering

Sophomore

Nick Griffin

Aerospace Engineering

Sophomore

Singleton II

Technical Design Team
Lead

Jamal Wilson

Payload Team Lead

Aerospace Engineering

Junior

Jihad Kinsey

Structural/Manufacturing

Mechanical/Aerospace

Junior

Team Lead

Engineering

Equipment Facilities

Mechanical Engineering

Junior

Aerospace Engineering

Sophomore

Mechanical Engineering

Sophomore

Aerospace Engineering

Junior

John Powell

Officer
Justin Smith

Educational Engagement
CoLead

Erin Johnson

Educational Engagement
CoLead

Andrew White
Nathan Martin

Aerodynamic Officer

Aerospace Engineering

Sophomore

Amira Collier

Team Lead Assistant

Aerospace Engineering

Sophomore

Uthman Clark

Recovery/Launch Officer

Aerospace Engineering

Sophomore

Adam Lamar

Propulsions Officer

Aerospace Engineering

Senior

I.EIT
The Tuskegee University Rocketry Club must incorporate Title 36 (Parks, Forests, and Public Property)
Part 1194 (Electronic and Information Technology Accessibility Standards) of the Code of Federal
Regulations. We have created a table below to list the rules outlined in the current Code of Federal
Regulations ( as of October 20, 2015) and how the team plans to follow them.
Table 2 Code of Federal Regulations Technical Standards
Section

Standard

Implementation

1194.21 a

When software is designed to

All of the software that needs a

run on a system that has a

user input will take the

keyboard, product functions

commands from the keyboard.

shall be executable from a
keyboard where the function
itself or the result of performing
a function can be discerned
textually.
1194.21 b

Applications shall not disrupt or

All of the software used for

disable activated features of

designing, testing, and operating

other products that are identified

the rocket won’t disrupt any

as accessibility features, where

feature built in the operating

those features are developed and

system.

documented according to
industry standards. Applications
also shall not disrupt or disable
activated features of any
operating system that are

identified as accessibility
features where the application
programming interface for those
accessibility features has been
documented by the
manufacturer of the operating
system and is available to the
product developer.
1194.21 c

A welldefined onscreen

The software will stress to focus

indication of the current focus

on different methods like

shall be provided that moves

highlight, and bold to expose

among interactive interface

those methods

elements as the input focus
changes. The focus shall be
programmatically exposed so
that assistive technology can
track focus and focus changes.
1194.21 d

Sufficient information about a

All graphical user interfaces for

user interface element including

software have the interface

the identity, operation and state

elements documented. The

of the element shall be available

documents will be available to

to assistive technology. When

assistive technology and images

an image represents a program

in graphical user interfaces will

element, the information

be with text.

conveyed by the image must
also be available in text.
1194.21 e

When bitmap images are used to

All images and meanings will be

identify controls, status

consistent throughout the

indicators, or other

operation within the GUIs.

programmatic elements, the

meaning assigned to those
images shall be consistent
throughout an application's
performance.
1194.21 f

Textual information shall be

Every software will provide

provided through operating

textual information, including

system functions for displaying

design and testing of the rocket.

text. The minimum information
that shall be made available is
text content, text input caret
location, and text attributes.
1194.21 g

Applications shall not override

There will be no overriding the

user selected contrast and color

user selected contrast and color

selections and other individual

selections and other individual

display attributes.

display attributes in any and all
software.

1194.21 h

When animation is displayed,

Non Applicable. Every custom

the information shall be

software would not have and

displayable in at least one

animation.

nonanimated presentation mode
at the option of the user.
1194.21 i

Color coding shall not be used

All of the software will use

as the only means of conveying

various methods of conveying

information, indicating an

information such as underlining,

action, prompting a response, or

boxing, and italicizing.

distinguishing a visual element.
1194.21 j

When a product permits a user

NonApplicable. All software

to adjust color and contrast

will not let the user to change

settings, a variety of color

the color and contrast.

selections capable of producing
a range of contrast levels shall
be provided
1194.21 k

Software shall not use flashing

NonApplicable. None of the

or blinking text, objects, or other

software will use

elements having a flash or blink

flashing/blinking elements.

frequency greater than 2 Hz and
lower than 55 Hz
1194.21 l

When electronic forms are used,

NonApplicable. None of the

the form shall allow people

custom software would use

using assistive technology to

electronic forms.

access the information, field
elements, and functionality
required for completion and
submission of the form,
including all directions and
cues.
1194.22 a

A text equivalent for every

All of the following images in

nontext element shall be

custom GUIs will all be

provided (e.g., via “alt”,

accompanied by text.

“longdesc”, or in element
content).
1194.22 b

Equivalent alternatives for any

All presentations will include

multimedia presentation shall be

sound and text. The team will

synchronized with the

work with USLI officials if they

presentation.

believe this requirement is not
being met.

1194.22 c

Web pages shall be designed so

All web pages are designed so

that all information conveyed

that color is only used for

with color is also available

mainly ascetics and not as the

without color, for example from

only source of conveying

context or markup.

information of a particular
element such as a link or button.

1194.22 d

Documents shall be organized

All of the following documents

so they are readable without

could be downloaded in pdf

requiring an associated style

format. Other formats including

sheet.

doc, docx, and pdf can be sent to
any interested parties upon
email address.

1194.22 e

Redundant text links shall be

NonApplicable

provided for each active region
of a serverside image map.
1194.22 f

Clientside image maps shall be

NonApplicable

provided instead of serverside
image maps except where the
regions cannot be defined with
an available geometric shape.
1194.22 g

Row and column headers shall

As per standard team practice all

be identified for data tables.

published data tables have row
and column headers.

1194.22 h

Markup shall be used to

As per standard team practice all

associate data cells and header

published data tables use

cells for data tables that have

markup when needed.

two or more logical levels of
row or column headers.
1194.22 i

Frames shall be titled with text
that facilitates frame and
identification and navigation.

Non Applicable

1194.22 j

Pages shall be designed to avoid

NonApplicable. All of the web

causing the screen to flicker

pages designed will not contain

with a frequency greater than 2

elements which would cause the

Hz and lower than 55 Hz.

screen to flicker at any
frequency.

1194.22 k

A textonly page, with

A text only version of the

equivalent information or

webpage can be found in the

functionality, shall be provided

website section of this document

to make a web site comply with

also the team will have a link to

the provisions of this part, when

this version on the website by

compliance cannot be

Spring 2013.

accomplished in any other way.
The content of the textonly
page shall be updated whenever
the primary page changes
1194.22 l

When pages utilize scripting

NonApplicable. All webpages

languages to display content, or

do not require scripting elements

to create interface elements, the

as they are written in basic html.

information provided by the
script shall be identified with
functional text that can be read
by assistive technology.
1194.22 m

When a web page requires that

NonApplicable. All webpages

an applet, plugin or other

do not require applets or

application be present on the

plugins.

client system to interpret page
content, the page must provide a
link to a plugin or applet that
complies with § 1194.21(a)
through (l).

1194.22 n

When electronic forms are

NonApplicable. All custom

designed to be completed

software and webpages will not

online, the form shall allow

use electronic forms.

people using assistive
technology to access the
information, field elements, and
functionality required for
completion and submission of
the form, including all directions
and cues
1194.22 o

A method shall be provided that

NonApplicable. All webpages

permits users to skip repetitive

and custom software are

navigation links.

designed so that repetitive
navigation links do not exist.

1194.22 p

When a timed response is

NonApplicable. All custom

required, the user shall be

software will not have any timed

alerted and given sufficient time

responses.

to indicate more time is
required.
1194.23 k

(k) Products which have

The ground station support

1194.26 a

mechanically operated controls

equipment (GSE) has been

1194.26 b

or keys, shall comply with the

designed with these standards in

following: (1) Controls and keys

mind. For more information be

shall be tactilely discernible

see the GSE section of this

without activating the controls

documents.

or keys. (2) Controls and keys
shall be operable with one hand
and shall not require tight
grasping, pinching, or twisting
of the wrist. The force required

to activate controls and keys
shall be 5 lbs. (22.2 N)
maximum. (3) If key repeat is
supported, the delay before
repeat shall be adjustable to at
least 2 seconds. Key repeat rate
shall be adjustable to 2 seconds
per character. (4) The status of
all locking or toggle controls or
keys shall be visually
discernible, and discernible
either through touch or sound.
1194.26 c

When biometric forms of user

NonApplicable. Biometric

identification or control are

forms of user identification will

used, an alternative form of

not be used.

identification or activation,
which does not require the user
to possess particular biological
characteristics, shall also be
provided
1194.26 d

Where provided, at least one of

Only publicly available ports

each type of expansion slots,

and connectors which comply

ports and connectors shall

industry standards will be used.

comply with publicly available
industry standards.

2.0 Summary of Critical Design Review

2.1 Team Summary
I.Team name and mailing address
Tuskegee University Rocketry Club
Tuskegee University
1200 West Montgomery Road
Tuskegee, AL 36088

II.Name of mentor, NAR/TRA number and certification level
Chris Short SEARS572

2.2 Launch Vehicle Summary
I.Size and Mass
The diameter of the launch vehicle is 5 inches and the length is r
oughly 
130 inches. The final
mass of the launch vehicle will be about 30 pounds. The rocket motor of choice is a Loki
L1400LW

II.Motor choice
We chose a 54mm L1400LW Motor by Loki Research, because it offered a max thrust of
2710.5N enough thrust to get our 30 pound launch Vehicle as close to 5,200 as possible

III.Recovery System
The recovery system consists of two parachutes controlled by two independent altimeters. The system
will begin operating at apogee and continue until the rocket has landed.

IV.Rail size
The rail size is 36in

V.Fly sheet
*see website

2.3 Payload Summary
The payload gathers measurements of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, solar irradiance and
ultraviolet radiation. The measurements will be made at least once every second during descent, and every
60 seconds after landing until 10 minutes after landing. The payload will take at least 2 pictures during
descent, and 3 after landing. The payload will have an autonomously orienting camera to portray the sky
towards the top of the frame and the ground towards the bottom of the frame. The data from the payload
shall be stored onboard and transmitted wirelessly to the ground station.

I.

Payload Title

II.

Summarize Experiment

3 Changes made Since PDR

3.1 Changes made to Vehicle Criteria
3.1.1 Fins and the use of Jute fibers
After intensive research and extensive testing of the mechanical properties of jute fibers,
we have determined that the fibers will not withstand the force of impact while
maintaining their structure without breaking. But from previous experiments done by
Carlo Santulli (see appendix , 
http://carlosantulli.net/secm2001.pdf
), we have found that
by weaving the materials at a alternations of 0degree/90degree planes, then the
mechanical properties will have reached a presure at which the material can withstand.
Below is a table of results comparing jute, woven jute, and a twintex eglass; it shows the
amount of force each material can withstand before they reach their mecking/breaking
point.

3.2 Changes Made to Payload Criteria


3.3 Changes Made to Project Plan
Initially our prototype testing was scheduled to take place at the SEARS launch Facility on
Saturday January, 9th. How ever due to bad weather the launch was canceled and rescheduled
to the following week. Due to the last minute change and the University Traveling Policy the
team's prototype test flight has been pushed back to Saturday January 30th in Samson
Alabama.

4 Vehicle Criteria

4.1 Launch Vehicle Selection, Design, and Verification
I.Mission Motivation
The goal of Tuskegee University’s Rocket Club is to establish an educated base of students who are able
to efficiently design, modify, and execute mission purposed rockets. The underlying purpose of the
University’s participation in the University Student Launch Initiative is to test the effectiveness of jute
fibers as a ecofriendly alternative to fiberglass in the design of fins. During the launch, we will be able to
test the aerodynamic forces acting on the fiberglass fins.

II.Constraints
The Vehicle Selection, Design, and Verification has to follow all the rules of the NASA USLI 20152016
such as the following but not limited to:
●

Will only fly powered rockets within the view of my user certification and required licensing

●

Only Lightweight Materials are allowed for the construction of our rocket

●

Only certified, commercially made rocket motors, that will not be tampered with or use them for

other purposes unless recommended by the manufacture.
●

There will be no smoking, open flames, or heat sources within 25 feet of the motor(s)

●

If the rocket doesn’t launch when we press the button, we will remove the launcher’s safety

interlock or disconnect its battery and will wait 60 seconds after the last launch attempt before allowing
anyone to approach the rocket.
●

The rocket will not contain any combination of motors that total more than 40,960 Nsec (9,208

poundseconds) of total impulse.
●

The rocket will not weigh more at liftoff than onethird of the certified average thrust of the high

power rocket motor(s) intended to be ignited at launch.
●

Will not launch our rocket at targets, into clouds, near airplanes, and on trajectories over the

heads of any spectators or beyond the boundaries of the launch site.
●

Will not put any flammable or explosive payload on my rocket.

●

Will not launch my rocket(s) if wind speeds exceed 20 miles per hour and will comply with the

Federal Aviation Administration airspace regulations when flying, and will ensure that my rocket will not
exceed any altitude limit in effect at that launch site.
●

Will launch my rocket from a stable device that provides guidance until the rocket has attained a

speed that ensures a stable flight, and that is pointed to within 20 degrees of a vertical.
●

If speed exceeds 5 miles per hour, we will use a launcher length that allows the rocket to attain a

safe velocity before separation from the launcher.
●

We will use a 5second countdown before launch to ensure to warn participants and spectators in

the event of a problem and make sure no person is closer to the launch pad than allowed by the Minimum
Distance Table.
●

When arming onboard energetics, we will ensure that no person is at the pad except for safety

personnel and those required for arming and disarming operations.
●

We will check the stability of our rocket before flight and will not fly it if it cannot be determined

to be stable.

●

Our launcher will be 1,500 feet from any buildings or public highway on which traffic exceeds 10

vehicles per hour, that isn’t including traffic flow related to the launch, and won’t be closer than the
appropriate Minimum Personnel Distance from the accompanying table from boundary of the launch site.
●

We will not attempt to recover my rocket from trees, power lines of any other dangerous places

and will fly it under conditions where it is likely to recover in spectator areas or outside the launch site,
nor try to catch it as it comes to the ground.
●

We will use a recovery system, like a parachute, in my rocket so that all parts of our rocket return

safely and undamaged and can be flown again, and will only use flameresistant or fireproof recover
system wadding in my rocket.
III.Review the design at a system level

The above photos are the simulations in which our rocket has undergone. As you can see, from the table
on the upper right, Team Freefall consistently gets the rocket within 3  5 ft. range of 5,280ft./1 mile.

IV.Mission Requirements
The current mission requirements include being able to reach apogee at an altitude of 5280 feet and
launch a payload which will be able to record atmospheric conditions and measure aerodynamic forces
during descent and ascent. In addition to the listed requirements, the jute fins being tested must be able to
withstand aerodynamic forces during the flight of the rocket in order for us to consider the mission a
success.

V.Mission Success Criteria
In order to consider the mission a success, the vehicle must abide by all rules and constraints put in place
by the USLI officials.

VI.Milestones
Refer to Milestone Review Fly sheet

VII.Manufacturing and Assembly Plans
The rocket will be configured and manufactured in the labs which are located within the
Aerospace Department of Tuskegee University
● The first part being attached will be the nose cone, which will be purchased.
● The airframe and body tube will be manufactured by layering the fiberglass onto a waxed
mandrel that will have epoxy 205 applied to it.
○ In order to insert the payload housing bay into the body tube, the tube will be
manufacture into two halves
● The motor mount will consist of a fiberglass cylinder casing and two bulkheads, in order
for the motor to be attached and for the allotment of stability.
● The fins, bulkheads, and centering rings will be created through compression molding
and shaped with the use of the CNC Router
● The configuration of the rocket will end with all pieces being connected and the

Aluminum Mandrel

CNC Router

Compression Molding

VIII.Discuss planned additional component, functional, or static testing

IX.

Discuss integrity of design

X.Verification Plan
Verification of the compliance with 20152016 USLI handbook requirements and the team’s set
requirements will be completed as follows.

Requirement

Design feature meeting

Verification of

Requirement

Compliance

The vehicle shall deliver the

The engine’s performance

payload to an apogee altitude

will allow for a rocket of our

of 5,280 feet above ground

weight to reach 5,280ft.

To be verified after testing.

level (AGL).
The vehicle shall carry one

The rocket boasts a payload

To be verified during

commercially available,

which includes a barometric

integration and after testing.

barometric altimeter for

altimeter, thermometer, and

recording the official altitude

other sensors.

used in the competition
scoring.
The launch vehicle shall be

The rocket will be reusable

designed to be recoverable

after initial launch in

and reusable. Reusable Is

foreseeable conditions and

defined as being able to

with foreseeable wear and

launch again on the same day

tear.

To be verified during testing.

without repairs or
modifications
The launch vehicle shall have

The vehicle shall be

Will be verified during

a maximum of four (4)

composed of sections but will

construction.

independent sections. An

not have more than four

independent section is

sections.

defined as a section that is
either tethered to the main
vehicle or is recovered
separately from the main
vehicle using its own
parachute

The launch vehicle shall be

The team will conduct drills

Will be verified during the

capable of being prepared for

which will time the

testing of the rocket.

flight at the launch site within

construction & preparation of

2 hours, from the time the

the rocket for launch.

Federal Aviation
Administration flight waiver
opens
The launch vehicle shall be

The rocket will have an LCD

This will be confirmed during

capable of remaining in

and arduino chip capable of

validation and testing of the

launchready configuration at

running a program to

rocket.

the pad for a minimum of 1

diagnose rocket subsystems

hour without losing the

and ensure they’re in working

functionality of any critical

order.

onboard component.
The launch vehicle shall be

The vehicle shall be launched

This will be confirmed during

capable of being launched by

by a system will not exceed

testing and construction of

a standard 12 volt direct

12V of direct current.

rocket

current firing system.The
firing system will be provided
by the NASAdesignated
Range Services Provider.
The launch vehicle shall use a The launch vehicle will only

To be confirmed during

commercially available solid

used the propellants with

design.

motor propulsion system

approval provided by the

using ammonium perchlorate

NAR, APCP,TRA, CAR.

composite propellant (APCP)
which is approved and

certified by the National
Association of Rocketry
(NAR), Tripoli Rocketry
Association (TRA), and/or
the Canadian Association of
Rocketry (CAR).
The total impulse provided by Our engine will not have an
a launch vehicle shall not

impulse which exceeds 5120

exceed 5,120

Newton seconds.

Will be confirmed via testing.

Newtonseconds (Lclass).
Pressure vessels on the

Pressure vessels, if any, in

Confirm during construction

vehicle shall be approved by

side the vehicle which will

and prelaunch phases of

the RSO and shall meet the

hereafter be referred to as

planning.

following criteria:

“KillJoy” will have prior

The minimum factor of safety

approval by the RSO if

(Burst or Ultimate pressure

employed in the rocket at

versus Max Expected

anytime during ascent,

Operating Pressure) shall be

apogee, or descent.

with supporting design
documentation included in all
milestone reviews.
Each pressure vessel shall
include a pressure relief valve
that sees the full pressure of
the tank.
Full pedigree of the tank shall
be described, including the
application for which the tank

was designed, and the history
of the tank, including the
number of pressure cycles put
on the tank, by whom, and
when.
All teams shall successfully

A scaled version of our

A subscale model

launch and recover a subscale

rocket will be created in order performance will be

model of their fullscale

to perform a pretest of our

completed and used to

rocket prior to CDR. The

rocket and simulate our

modify design parameters.

subscale model should

performance as best as

resemble and perform as

possible

similarly as possible to the
fullscale model, however,
the fullscale shall not be
used as the subscale model.
Each team will have a

Budget fund will not exceed

Will be verified during

maximum budget of $7,500

7,500 USD. Receipts of all

planning and part

they may spend on the rocket

bought parts will be attached

acquirement.

and its payload(s).

and compiled in order to

(Exception: Centennial

demonstrate that our total

Challenge payload task. See

cost does not exceed the price

supplemental requirements at: ceiling imposed by the
http://www.nasa.gov/mavpriz
e for more information). The
cost is for the competition
rocket and payload as it sits
on the pad, including all
purchased components. The

challenger.

fair market value of all
donated items or materials
shall be included in the cost
analysis. The following items
may be omitted from the total
cost of the vehicle:
●

Shipping costs

●

Team labor costs

4.2 Structure Subsystem

The Launch Vehicle that we have chosen to design is a solidfueled rocket that we have
christened Kill Joy, which is projected to reach an altitude of 5280 feet. Kill Joy will be carrying
a payload( designed to collect the data on atmospheric conditions and measurements of the
aerodynamic forces on the system. We have Designed an Airframe with a mass of 30.0443 lbs.
length of 130 inches and a diameter of 5 inches; We have divided our Airframe into 4 critical
components (1)Nose Cone, (2)Body Tube, (3)Payload/Avionics Bay, and (4)Motor Mount. With
an Exception of the Nosecone and Payload bay, The Majority of our airframe will be constructed
out of Fiberglass composites designed and fabricated by the USLI team with the assistance of
Tuskegee University's Department of Material Science Graduate Students.

Above is a labeled diagram of the airframe.

The verification of the rocket can be defined by a (course of steps);
Define conditions in which loads are applied
Use (Designing system i.e. nx 7.5)
Change size according to results of Apogee Rocksim
I.Airframe

The rocket as shown above, is 10.833 feet in length, with an airframe diameter of 5.2 inches and
a span diameter of 5.875 inches.The calculated mass of our current rocket design is estimated to
be around 23 lbs. With our current motor design(break down the individual part/components).
The rocksim simulations of the rocket have shown the apogee or the max altitude of the rocket to
be 5,360 feet.

1.1
Load Condition
In order to determine if the rocket’s airframe would maintain formation, without the airframe
being distorted; we had to determine if the forces acting on the rocket were not greater than the
maximum load in which our actual raw materials within the rocket could withstand while taking
composure.

Below is a table with a list of the various loads in which the rocket will undergo.
Table. of launch loading

Aero. Loading/ Drag Force

48.362

lbf

Peak Thrust

311.9107

lbf

Payload Mass

2.54

lbf

Total Axial

672.18

lbf

Model uncertainty factor

1.5

Total Lateral

26.721

lbf

Design Axial

1008.27

lbf

The estimation for drag at maximum velocity is 107 N.
4.3 Propulsions Subsystem
The rocket will have a length of 130 inches and a diameter of 5.2 inches. The projected weight
is due to be around 23 lbs with our current engine configuration. Our center of gravity is
calculated to be around 88.859 inches into the flight body and our center of pressure is calculated

to be 94.7077 inches into the body. The motor was chosen because it optimized thrust and weight
for the flight body when the mass of the rest of rocket was taken into consideration. This motor
also allowed us to reach apogee without reaching an excess of 5400 ft or higher.

4.4 Avionics Subsystem
I.Hardware
PerfectFlite MINIALT/WD
This altimeter will be able to control the deployment of the parachute and drogue shoots at the
chosen altitudes.
StratoLogger SL100 Altimeter
The last altimeter will serve as a failsafe in case one of the altimeters encounters a disturbance or
abnormality during the flight.
Transmitter/Receiver: 
XBeePRO XSC S3B
with Associated Ground Station Receiver  GPS
The transmitter will allow the the rocket to send altitude information, payload test data, and GPS
location to the ground station.
II.Software
The software for the interaction between the avionics/payload bay and computers will be
configured with their downloadable softwares or respective user interfaces such as I2C and SPS.
III.Mounting and Placement
Each altimeter will be placed in the avionics bay and they will be leveled with each other with an
allowable clearance between each of them so that they’re able to obtain accurate and consistent
measures of elevation. The batteries and boards for each sensor will be mounted in the payloads
section so that it can be ensured their not disturbed during launch, ascent to apogee, or descent.

4.5 Recovery Subsystem
I.Overview
The recovery system will consist of a dual parachute arrangement (drogue chute and main cute)
that will be electronically deployed by two altimeters. The parachutes will be deployed using two
independent gunpowder charges that will be triggered by either altimeter. For the drogue
parachute, the altimeter will gauge when the rocket is no longer climbing (apogee), and trip the
charge. The rocket will utilize both a Mini ALT/WD and a Stratolagger SL100 altimeter. The
primary function of the drogue chute is to slow down the descent of the rocket so the Gforce of
the main parachute does not damage the rocket assembly. For the main parachute, an altimeter
will trip the second charge once the rocket descends to a set altitude. This parachute will be used
to slow the rocket to a speed that will allow the rocket to touchdown with a force no greater than
75 footpounds..
II.Details and Deployment

The recovery system will be built into the front and rear body tubes as shown:

The Diagram above illustrates portions of the Airframe (Body Tube, Payload Bay, Nosecone)
will be tethered together at the payload bay and Nose Cone to ensure a safe and effective
recovery.

The first stage of the recovery system will begin at apogee. This stage of the system will consist
of four primary parts:
1)

The front and rear body tubes (not directly related to the system)

2)

The gunpowder charge (charge one)

3)

The altimeter

4)

The drogue parachute

Once the altimeter gauge ascertains that the rocket has reached apogee, it will trip the gunpowder
charge initiating the first stage of the recovery system. The charge, which will be positioned at
the back of the 
front 
body tube, will open the end of the front body tube exposing the drogue
chute. The chute will slow both the front and rear body tube until the second stage of the
recovery system is initiated.

The second stage of the recovery system will begin at the predetermined height. This stage of the
system will consist of four primary parts:
1)

The rear body tube

2)

The gunpowder charge (charge two)

3)

The altimeter

4)

The main parachute

Once the rocket descends to a predetermined height, the altimeter will trip the second charge
initiating the second stage of the recovery system. Once the second charge explodes, the rear
body tube will separate from the front body tube; leaving the front tube to descend with the
drogue parachute. Once disconnected, the main parachute will open. It will be connected to the
rear tube; which carries the engine, second piece of the body tube, the fins, and the payload. Both
pieces will descend to the ground, ending the automated portion of the recovery phase.

The following diagram explains how the avionics system will be wired with respect to the
external switch.
Wiring Diagram:

This system will be connected to the upper section of the payload area. Although not apart of the
payload, they will be housed in the same section of the rocket.
This diagram gives an example of the position of the avionics bay within the rocket:

4.6 Power Subsystems
Eight 9 volt batteries will provide power for the payload components and transmitters. Both of
the altimeters have independent dedicated power sources. The GPS also has an independent
power source. They will be located inside the removable rocket avionics section of the rocket,
alongside the rest of the avionics system.

4.8 Mission Performance Predictions
I.Mission Performance Criteria
For our group to consider the mission a success all of the following criteria must be met:
●

Reach an altitude near the 5280 feet goal.

●

Launch payload to record atmospheric conditions.

●

Land safely (After landing it must be capable of being launched again without needing

substantial repairs).
●

Deploy automated drogue parachute at apogee.

II.Kinetic Energy
Calculations:
Assuming that the vehicle is descending at a steady/constant rate
Maximum KE = 75 ftlbs
Rocket weight is 23 lbs
Acceleration of gravity is 32.2 ft/ s2
Rocket mass is .71428 slugs
KE = (½)m v2
So,
Maximum Velocity = √2KE * m = 14.49 ft/s

In order for the vehicle to land with a kinetic energy of less than 75 foot pound force, based on a weight
of 23 pounds, the descent rate must be less than 14.491 feet per second. Using this result, it is possible to
calculate the minimum diameter of the main parachute as follows:
Drag = D = (½) C D p v2 (A)
D = Drag = Weight = 23 lbs
C D = Drag coefficient = .75
p = Air density = .076 lbs/ ft3
A = Area of parachute
2W
CD*p*v2
2(23lbs)
= (.75) (.076)
2
*
*(14.49 )
A= πr2

A=

√

123.766
π

*

32ft
s2

= 123.766 ft2

= R =6.27 foot radius = 12.55 ft diameter

Additionally, using a 24” diameter nylon drogue parachute we can estimate how fast the vehicle
will descend using the drag formula
Drag = D = (½) C D p v2 (A)
D = Drag = Weight = 23 lbs
C D = Drag coefficient = .75

p = Air density = .076 lbs/ ft3
A = Area of parachute = π(1ft2) = 3.14159
V=

√

√

2W
CDpA

2(23)
(.75)(.076)(3.14159)

* 32.2ft/s2 = 90.9483 ft/s

In Accordance to the regulations set forth in the 20152016 NASA USLI Handbook. At the time
of landing no components or parts kinetic energies shall exceed 75ftlbf. The Table below shows
the calculations of those associated energies.

With the use of 
KE = (½)m v2
Decent Rate

Total Energy

Total Energy

Chute

(Ft/Sec)

(Joules)

(ftlbs)

Diameter
(ft)

Drogue Decent

90.948 ft/s

4005.24 J

Rate
Main Parachute

2954.12

1ft

ftlbs
14.49 ft/s

Descent Rate

Here are some additional useful equations:

Parachute opening shock force
Fmax = C k * C d * A * pv2

101.686 J

75 (ftlbs)

12.55 ft

C k = Parachute opening shock factor
C d =Parachute opening drag factor
A = reference area
p= air density
v = velocity

Drift
ΔY D
vD

* (V h) +

ΔY m
Vm

* (V h)

ΔY D =Altitude change during drogue deployment
ΔY M = Altitude change during main deployment
V D = Velocity during drogue deployment
V M = Velocity during drogue deployment
V h = Horizontal wind speed

4.9 Interface and Integration
I.Procedures
a. Set up avionics—
1.

Mount board onto avionics plate

2.

Connect batteries

3.

Test electrical systems

4.

Move assembly into rocket manifold

5.

Attach all connectors

6.

Check all connections

b. Connect all recovery systems
1.

Make gunpowder charges

2.

Maneuver drogue parachute into housing

3.

Maneuver main parachute after drogue parachute

4.

Attach all connections to avionics altimeters

5.

Close the cone

4.10 Launch Operation Procedure
I.Launch System and Platform
When deciding on how to get our launch vehicle off the ground, we took into consideration the
size and mass of our rocket and decided that the most effective system for us would be a High
Powered Rail Launch System. so our team will be utilizing the “The Gun Turrent” launch pad
from apogee with an 8 foot aluminum launch rail.
Features:
❏

heavy gauge steel

❏

30’ pivoting legs

❏

9" X 9" X 1/4" blast deflector

❏

Angled Blast Deflector

❏

Folding Legs

❏

Supports 200lbs

II.Recovery Preparation
Once prompted to prepare for launch the team will connect the secondary charge pack
drogue chute into its respective housing within the rocket front body tube, double checking that
all cords and lines are secure. Next the team will connect and pack the main chute into its
respective housing in the main body tube of the rocket double checking that all lines and cords

are secured. Lastly all recovery systems will be checked one final time to ensure that both chutes
are in their respective housing sections and check to ensure that those systems are is functioning
properly.
III.Motor Preparation
Our Motor preparation will be handled by both safety officers as they follow our Motor
Preparation section on our prelaunch checklist sheet. The Safety Officers will be supervised
and helped by our team mentor and NAR contact Chris Short in able to minimize the risk of
malfunction.

Ignitor Installation
Once rocket is properly set up on launch site and motor is properly set up, with all electronics
disarmed, the team will then install the ignition system following the manufacturer's directions
(see Appendix) and our Pre Launch Checklist

IV.Troubleshooting
To ensure everyone's safety, in the event something doesn't go as planned and someone needs to
approach the launch pad all electronics will be disarmed and put on standby. The team will then
refer to the “Possible Launch Malfunction” Document.
(Insert Document)
V.Pre launch Checklist
PreLaunch Checklist

Recovery System Checklist
● Check main parachute for abrasions and tears
● Check drogue chute for abrasions and tears
● Check all shroud lines
● Check shock cords for tears
● Check all devices and connections for their condition
● Fold main parachute and position it in recovery compartment

Engine Checklist
● Remove engine from housing and inspect all components
● Select correct igniter for engine
● Check manufacturer information for specific run guidelines
● Make sure there is no air in fuel lines
● Place engine back into rocket assembly
● Secure engine for use
Electronics
● Connect batteries to all lines
● Check LCD and ensure it is functioning and secure
● Check altimeter and accelerometer are properly programmed and functioning
● Install altimeter and accelerometer
Place Rocket On Launch Pad
●

Load Rocket on pad

●

Prepare laugh pad

●

Put rocket onto launch rod

Prepare Igniter
●

Position igniter

●

Disconnect battery from relay.

●

Make sure launcher is not hot or that key is not in the remote device and that all connections are
switched off.

●

Clean all connectors

●

Attach leads to ignition device

●

Connect battery to relay box

Launch checklist
●

Arm all devices and insert all keys

●

Make sure all onlookers are in a safe zone and watching the event

●

Signal authority to get launch clearance

●

Launch the rocket

Recovery Checklist
●

Safe all ignition, ejection, and electronic circuits..

●

Disarm all nonfired pyrotechnic devices.

●

Remove any nondischarged pyrotechnics.

4.11 Vehicle Safety and Environment

I.

Introduction of Safety officers
Jessica Dedeaux
Micquel Youngblood

II.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

III.

Launch Safety Analysis
Launcher Location. Our launcher will be at least one half the minimum launch site
dimension, or 1500 feet (whichever is greater) from any occupied building, or from any
public highway on which traffic flow exceeds 10 vehicles per hour, not including traffic
flow related to the launch. It will also be no closer than the appropriate Minimum
Personnel Distance from the accompanying table from any boundary of the launch site.
Launcher. We will launch my rocket from an electrical launch system that provides rigid
guidance until the rocket has attained a speed that ensures a stable flight, and that is
pointed to within 20 degrees of the vertical. Due to safety concern, if the wind speed
exceeds 5 miles per hour, we will use a launcher length that permits the rocket to attain a
safe velocity before separation from the launcher. We will use a blast deflector to prevent
the motor's exhaust from hitting the ground. We will ensure that there is no dry grass
within a clear distance of each launch pad.
Distance table, and will increase this distance by a factor of 2.5 and clear that area of all
combustible material and spectators if the rocket motor being launched uses titanium
sponge in the propellant
Launch Safety. We will use a 10second countdown before launch. We will ensure that
the Safety Leader and team is available to warn participants and spectators in the event
of a problem. The team will ensure that no person is closer to the launch pad than allowed
by the accompanying Minimum Distance Table. When arming onboard energetics and
firing circuits, we will ensure that no person is at the pad except safety personnel and
those required for arming and disarming operations. The team will check the stability of
my rocket before flight and will not fly it if it cannot be determined to be stable. When
conducting a simultaneous launch of more than one high power rocket I will observe the
additional requirements of NFPA 1127.
Motors. The team will use only certified, commercially made rocket motors, and will not
tamper with these motors or use them for any purposes except those recommended by the
manufacturer. We will keep smoking, open flames, and heat sources at least 30 feet away
from these motors at all times.
Analysis of Failure Modes and Litigations

1.

Our rocket will not contain any combination of motors that total more than 40,960 Nsec
(9208 poundseconds) of total impulse. The rocket will not weigh more at liftoff than
onethird of the certified average thrust of the high power rocket motor(s) intended to be
ignited at launch.

IV.

Rocket Risk
1.

2.

3.

4.

V.
1.

VI.
Risk

Recovery System. The team will use a recovery system such as a parachute in the rocket
so that all parts of my rocket return safely and undamaged and can be flown again, and
we will use only flameresistant or fireproof recovery system wadding in my rocket.
Launch Site. The rocket will be launched outdoors, in an open area where trees, power
lines, occupied buildings, and persons not involved in the launch do not present a hazard.
The launch site will be at least as large on its smallest dimension as onehalf of the
maximum altitude to which rockets are allowed to be flown at that site or 1500 feet,
whichever is greater, or 1000 feet for rockets with a combined total impulse of less than
160 Nsec, a total liftoff weight of less than 1500 grams, and a maximum expected
altitude of less than 610 meters (2000 feet)
Flight Safety. The team will not launch my rocket at targets, at people, into clouds, near
airplanes, or on trajectories that take it directly over the heads of spectators or beyond the
boundaries of the launch site, and will not put any flammable or explosive payload in my
rocket. We will not launch my rockets if wind speeds exceed 20 miles per hour. We will
comply with Federal Aviation Administration airspace regulations when flying, and will
ensure that my rocket will not exceed any applicable altitude limit in effect at that launch
site.
Misfires. If the rocket does not launch when the button is pressed of my electrical launch
system, we will remove the launcher's safety interlock and disconnect its battery, and will
wait two minutes after the last launch attempt before allowing anyone to approach the
rocket. All observers and participants will have to stand up to 35 feet away from
launching pad in case of emergency
Personal hazards
Recovery Safety. The team will not attempt to recover the rocket from power lines, tall
trees, or other dangerous places, fly it under conditions where it may recover in spectator
areas or outside the launch site, or attempt to catch it as it approaches the ground
Environmental Concerns and Risk Assessment
Consequence

Precautionary
Measures

Contact with hazard
Chemicals and
materials

Bodily injury:
irritation, burns,
and allergic
reactions
Work stoppage

Material Safety Data
Sheets of all hazardous
chemicals and materials will
be available to and reviewed
by all members.
Facilities with fume hoods
will be used for caustic
materials.
Protective equipment
including, but not limited to,
gloves, safety glasses, and
filtered face masks.

Misuse of Power
Tools

Bodily Injury:
Cuts, Abrasions,
and Bruises
 Work Stoppage

Instructions will be given
prior to student use of
equipment.
Experienced technicians or
upperclassmen must be
present for all machining.

Unintentional
Ignition of Igniters
or Electric Matches

Bodily Injury:
Minor Burns
Fire
Loss of critical
supplies

All electric matches will be
shorted together at their
ends.
Proper storage in secure
grounded case.

Unintentional
Detonation of Black
Powder

Bodily Injury:
Serious Burns,
and hearing loss

Ejection charges will be
filled last with flight
computers deactivated.
Handlers will wear work
gloves and ear plugs.

Unintentional
Ignition of Motor

Bodily Injury:
Serious Burns,
Bruises, Loss of
Life
Cancellation of
Flight
Property
Damage

All motors stored unloaded
without igniters.
Prepared motors will not be
loaded with igniters until
mounted on pad.
Loading must be
supervised or performed by
Certified personnel.

Component
Damage Through
Testing

Increased costs
Project delays
Redesigns

Wearing necessary and
precautionary safety
equipment.
Only required personnel
allowed in proximity to
components during testing.

Checklists utilized to ensure
proper procedures during
operation.
Launch and
Recovery Problems

Loss of Vehicle
Loss of Payload
Serious Bodily
Injury or Death
Property
Damage

Following TRA/NAR Safety
Code
Use of checklists.
Cancellation of Launch in
event of adverse weather
conditions.
All personnel must be at
safe distance before ignition
system is armed.

VII.
Tuskegee University Rocketry Club Pledge
1. Tuskegee University Rocketry Club will only fly high power rockets or possess high
power rocket motors that are within the boundaries of my user certification and required
licensing.
2. Laws and Regulations All federal, state and municipal laws will be adhered to by the
Tuskegee University Rocketry Team and all of its affiliates. Of which, the Federal
Aviation Administration regulations regarding high power rocketry will be stringently
followed. The support the Tuskegee University Rocket under their FAA waiver will be
crucial to the team’s progress while adhering to this. Ensuring the legality of the team’s
actions will be the responsibility of the Project Director and Safety Officers. These
practices will further ensure the safety of all team members, the public and property.
Stated by the FAA are the classifications and guidelines for such amateur rockets as our
own in the FAR 14 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 101, Subpart C. This section sets
the definitions for classes of amateur rockets, their operating limitations, and required
flight waivers. The rocket the Tuskegee University Rocketry Team will construct is
regulated under Class 2 – HighPower Rockets. The team is aware that a Class 2 – High
Power Rocket requires a certificate of waiver from the FAA at least 45 days prior to the
expected flight. It has been verified that the assisting rocketry organization, Tuskegee
University Rocket does obtain sufficient waivers for our purposes. The National Fire
Prevention Agency regulates the construction and operation of High Powered Rockets
(defined under NFPA 1127, 3.3.13.1). The most important are the regulations pertaining
to high power rocket motors and lowexplosives. As of 2009, the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms no longer classifies Ammonium Perchlorate Composite Propellant
as a lowexplosive. This propellant complies with NFPA 1127, 4.19.2.5, which states that
exempt rocket motors shall be stored in noncombustible, reclosable containers. For this
purpose, a large lockable pelican case fulfilling these requirements has been donated to

the team. The explosive the team plans to employ in recovery system pressurization is
FFFFg Black powder that will be ignited by electric matches. Both are regulated by the
BATFE and the team understands that a LowExplosive User Permit is required for
electric match purchases. However, the team will take advantage of the LEUP exemption
afforded by educational use of these regulated products.

5 Payload Criteria

IV) Payload Criteria
●

Testing and Design of Payload Equipment
○ Review the design at a system level.
○ Drawings and specifications
■ Payload and Avionics Housing
● The Avionics bay is located on top of the Payload bay. The entire
payload housing is 15 inches tall and has a 5 inch diameter. It will
house all of the components for testing.

○

PerfectFlite MINIALT/WD
■

This altimeter will be able to control the deployment of the parachute and
drogue shoots at the chosen altitudes.

○

StratoLogger SL100 Altimeter
■

The last altimeter will serve as a failsafe in case one of the altimeters
encounters a disturbance or abnormality during the flight.

○

Transmitter/Receiver: 
XBeePRO XSC S3B
with Associated Ground Station
Receiver  GPS

■

The transmitter will allow the the rocket to send altitude information,
payload test data, and GPS location to the ground station.

○

Arduino Mega 2560R3
■

The microcontroller includes an ATmega2560 microprocessor which has
16 analog input ports, 14 digital pulse width modulation enabled output
ports, and 54 general purpose digital input and output ports. The
ATmega2560 microprocessor is capable of supporting at least four serial
data interface devices, communicating with InterIntegrated Circuit (I2C)
data interface devices, and containing a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)
bus for communicating with SPI data interface devices. The
microcontroller has builtin 3.3 volt and five volt voltage regulators.

○

BMP180
●

The BMP180 offers a pressure measuring range of 300 to 1100
hPa with an accuracy down to 0.02 hPa in advanced resolution
mode. It’s based on piezoresistive technology for high accuracy,
ruggedness and long term stability. These come
factorycalibrated, with the calibration coefficients already stored in
ROM. Temperature data is gathered by the same sensors
gathering pressure data. The same piezoresistive sensor is able
to measure pressure and temperature. Therefore, because there

are multiple barometric pressure sensors, there are also multiple
temperature sensors onboard the payload. The purpose of this is
to maximize efficiency of the payload electronics.

○

BME280
■

The onboard BME280 sensor measures atmospheric pressure from
30kPa to 110kPa as well as relative humidity and temperature. The
breakout provides a 3.3V SPI interface, a 5V tolerant I2C interface (with
pullup resistors to 3.3V), takes measurements at less than 1mA and idles
less than 5µA. The BME280 Breakout board has 10 pins, but no more
than six are used at a single time. The left side of the board provide
power, ground, and I2C pins. The remaining pins which provide SPI
functionality and have another power and ground, are broken out on the
other side.

○

ADXL345
■

The ADXL345 is well suited to measures the static acceleration of gravity
in tiltsensing applications, as well as dynamic acceleration resulting from
motion or shock. Its high resolution (4 mg/LSB) enables measurement of
inclination changes less than 1.0 degrees

○

VC0706
■

The VC0706 outputs NTSC video and can take snapshots of that video
(in color) and transmit them over the TTL serial link. Pictures are at
640x480, 320x240 or 160x120 and they're precompressed JPEG images
which makes them easy to store on an SD card.

○

Data Storage
■

Micro SDHC

■

The payload saves all sensor data to a 16 gigabyte high capacity micro
secure digital (SD) card. The micro SD card organizes data into a 32 bit
file allocation table (FAT32) file system. A micro SD card allows for quick
retrieval of data.

■

Micro SD Adapter

■

The board contains a built in five volt to three volt regulator. There are
lightemitting diodes (LED) to indicate when the micro SD card is read
from or written to. There is also a convenient locking mechanism to
secure the micro SD card and allow for easy removal of the card. The
board utilizes the SPI data interface to communicate with Arduino Mega
2560

○

SP110
■

The SP110 measures the spectral light range from 380 to 1120
nanometers. The sensor outputs an analog value from zero to 350
millivolts. An increase of one millivolt corresponds to a radiation increase
of 0.456 Watts per square foot.

○

SU100
■

The SU100 measures the light spectrum from 250 nanometers to 400
nanometers. A protective dome houses the sensor. The SU100 requires
no voltage source, but rather accumulates power from the sun.

○

XBeePRO XSC S3B
■

The XBeePRO XSC S3B is capable of transmitting telemetry to a line of
sight range of 28 miles when coupled with a high gain antenna. The
transmitter operates at the 900 Megahertz frequency band. The 900
Megahertz band splits into 12 different channels to help prevent
interference from other devices transmitting at this frequency. The
programming of the transmitter incorporates a 64 bit personal area

network identification number. The XBeePRO XSC S3B requires a low
voltage of only 2.4 volts to 3.6 volts.

○

SGT3S/350TY43
■

The SGT3S/350TY43 has a 3 mm grid with 350 ohms al uniaxial
transducer quality strain gauge

●

Key Switch Type3

○ Key Activation on Housing Board and Rocket. 
3 terminals, select key
removable in on position

○ Analysis results
Certain
○ Test results
○ Integrity of design

●






●



●




●


●


●


Demonstrate that the design can meet all systemlevel functional requirements.
The payload gathers measurements of pressure, temperature, relative humidity, solar
irradiance and ultraviolet radiation.
The fins will have strain gauges to detect any change in structural support.
The measurements will be made at least once every second during descent, and every
60 seconds after landing until 10 minutes after landing.
The payload will take at least 2 pictures during descent, and 3 after landing.
The data from the payload shall be stored onboard and transmitted wirelessly to the
ground station.
Specify approach to workmanship as it relates to mission success.
Components used in the experiment is brand new so equipment failure during launch is
less likely.
It will feature a separated avionics bay (to reduce signal interference) and a clear 1x1
wall for the camera.
Discuss planned component testing, functional testing, or static testing.
Avionic equipment that has been received has been tested in designated payload group
building areas.
Component integration
Code written and tested for microcontroller
.
Status and plans of remaining manufacturing and assembly.
The team will launch prototypes of payload designs and different rocket specifications
during upcoming National Association of Rocketry launches.
Missing parts has been ordered.
Describe integration plan.
The payload housings overall length is 15 inches , has a 5.2 inch diameter, and weighs 3
lbs. A separate housing will be placed in the booster section of the rocket to
accommodate the strain gauges.
Discuss the precision of instrumentation and repeatability of measurement.
The components that take the measurements is commercially available on breakout
boards that manufacturers verify and test. Data sheets that manufacturers provide for
each sensor outline the precision and error tolerance. Collected data compare to known
data from sources such as NOAA to verify accuracy and precision. Also multiple
components perform more than one experiment for maximum efficiency and it allows us
to cross check the data received between the devices. The repeatability is easily
accomplishable, since the payload is modular and sensor data records to microSD
cards. The only thing necessary to gather a new set of data is the removal of the payload
to recover the data, install a fresh microSD card, and reload the payload into a fresh
preparation of the launch vehicle for a new flight.

● Discuss the payload electronics with special attention given to safety switches and indicators.
○
Drawings and schematics
○ Block diagrams

○ Batteries/power
 A total of 5 batteries will be used. Four 9V batteries will be used and one 5V
battery.
○ Test plans
 Altimeters and other components of the payload bay will be tested at upcoming
NAR launches.
● Provide a safety and failure analysis.
Risk

Consequence

Precautionary
Measures

Contact with hazard
Chemicals and
materials

Bodily injury:
irritation, burns,
and allergic
reactions
Work stoppage

Material Safety Data
Sheets of all hazardous
chemicals and materials will
be available to and reviewed
by all members.
Facilities with fume hoods
will be used for caustic
materials.
Protective equipment
including, but not limited to,
gloves, safety glasses, and
filtered face masks.

Misuse of Power
Tools

Bodily Injury:
Cuts, Abrasions,
and Bruises
 Work Stoppage

Instructions will be given
prior to student use of
equipment.
Experienced technicians or
upperclassmen must be
present for all machining.

Unintentional
Ignition of Igniters
or Electric Matches

Bodily Injury:
Minor Burns
Fire
Loss of critical
supplies

All electric matches will be
shorted together at their
ends.
Proper storage in secure
grounded case.

Unintentional
Detonation of Black
Powder

Bodily Injury:
Serious Burns,
and hearing loss

Ejection charges will be
filled last with flight
computers deactivated.
Handlers will wear work
gloves and ear plugs.

Unintentional
Ignition of Motor

Bodily Injury:
Serious Burns,

All motors stored unloaded
without igniters.

Bruises, Loss of
Life
Cancellation of
Flight
Property
Damage

Prepared motors will not be
loaded with igniters until
mounted on pad.
Loading must be
supervised or performed by
Certified personnel.

Component
Damage Through
Testing

Increased costs
Project delays
Redesigns

Wearing necessary and
precautionary safety
equipment.
Only required personnel
allowed in proximity to
components during testing.
Checklists utilized to
ensure proper procedures
during operation.

Launch and
Recovery Problems

Loss of Vehicle
Loss of Payload
Serious Bodily
Injury or Death
Property
Damage

Following TRA/NAR Safety
Code
Use of checklists.
Cancellation of Launch in
event of adverse weather
conditions.
All personnel must be at
safe distance before ignition
system is armed.

Each test was conducted under the laws of the safety document and charts. The test were
performed with no error nor misfire. Each member of testing performed each experiment with
caution under the Safety Code and Pledge and concluded in a successful run.

Payload Concept Features and Design
● Creativity and Originality
 Our payload demonstrates creativity and originality by implementing strain gauges to
gather data as well as conducting atmospheric tests with our altimeter. This configuration
has not been attempted by our school before and presents a unique opportunity for
testing.
●


Uniqueness or significance
The uniqueness of our payload is that we will be using strain gauges to test the strain on
our experimental jute fiber fins during flight. Atmospheric tests conducted during flights

will also be significant in allowing us to collect data. Also the biomaterial fiber the strain
gauges will test is a new step in more eco friendly rockets.
●


Suitable Level of Challenge
This payload represents a suitable challenge to the design team by incorporating
circuitry, coding, material fabrication, and testing. Several members of the team have
had little exposure to these elements before and will be an excellent opportunity for more
practice.

Science Value
● Describe Payload objectives
○ Our payload main objective is data collection. We are collecting altitude, distance
traveled from the launch location to the landing position, and fin structure and
stability. We are using a series of sensors such as the BMP180, BME280,
ADXL345, VC0706 ,and M
ini TTL Serial Camera i
n order to measure barometric
pressure, atmospheric pressure, temperature, relative humidity, static
acceleration, and take snapshots of the flight. The Global Positioning System
component with allow us to graph the landing position of the rocket compared to
the launch site. The altimeters will allow us to measure the height that is reached
by the rocket. The strain gages applied to the jute fins will test the amount of
strain applied to the fins during flight. Henceforth, this data together will signify if
jute could be a viable material regarding structural integrity judging by the
leveling of the aircraft during flight due to variation in the vibration of the fins.
● State payload success criteria
○ All sensors and components will be considered successful if the payload logs and
stores data regarding height, location, barometric pressure, and strain in 5
second intervals.
● Describe the experimental logic, approach, and method of investigation
○ Two tests will be applied for the strain gages. The first test will have a strain gage
presented at the center of gravity for the fins. Different wind speeds are tested to
see if the electronic configuration and program are functioning properly. The
second test compares the location of the strain gage to determine where the
most reliable data would be collected.
● Describe test and measurement, variables, and controls
○ The sensors will be tested individually before being added to the payload to see if
they are functioning properly in concordance with the manufacturing standards.
The Global Positioning System will be placed at known locations to test the
accuracy of the location transmission. The altimeter will be positioned at known
heights on the roofs of buildings to test accuracy. Two tests for the strain gages
will be conducted.
■ Test One
● Measurement: Wind miles per hour, Pressure pascals
● Variables: Three variable Wind Tunnel Speeds as follows

●

●

● Constant: Location of strain gage at center of gravity of the fin.
●
■ Test Two
● Measurement: Wind miles per hour, Pressure pascals
● Variables: Positioning to the Strain Gage on the Fins.The three
variable positions will be located at the two extremes of the fin and
the fin center of gravity.
● Constant: The wind tunnel speed
Show relevance of expected data and accuracy/error analysis
○ This data together will signify if jute could be a viable material regarding
structural integrity judging by the leveling of the aircraft during flight due to
variation in the vibration of the fins.During the flight, if the rocket fins vibrate at a
constant rate, then steady flight will occur. If the altitude starts to level off as if the
rocket is changing direction, then the vibrations in the fins will have become
disruptive and unstable. From this the Global Positioning System can track how
far from the launch position the rocket landing in order to determine at what point
in the flight the rocket fins’ lost consistency.
○ With every test there is a margin of error that is acceptable. If any of our tests
exceed the margin of error, the test shall be reconducted to see if the error is
repeatable. If so, changes will be made to either the testing apparatus or the
control/sensor to obtain values that we are within the margin of error. This will
ensure that the data is as accurate as possible while also being safe in regards to
the safety document.

Describe the experiment process procedures.
○ During the process procedures, all gauges, altimeters, the data logger, and all
other relevant electronics are tested to ensure full functionality and operational
integrity. To confirm the apparatus of the payload, all components of the payload
are measured for their respective dimensions and mass. The data collected will
help in the design of the payload and the integration process by making sure all
parts fit correctly and the mass the payload contributes does not create any
disrupting kinetic energy for the rocket inflight. The data will also be used to
model the payload and run computer simulations of flight patterns to predict how
the payload will interact with the rocket based on the data collected. The Safety
Lead and committee will also ensures that all parts, data gatherers, and
electronics can be used safely and may be used again in future launches or
testing.

